
Reading - Supporting and 
Learning Together

Year 3 and Year 4



What will be covered?

• Reading and the curriculum
• How reading is taught in LKS2
• Reading skills
• Year group expectations
• Year group texts
• Lesson 
• How reading is embedded across the curriculum
• Resources
• Help at home
• Questions



Why is it important?
• Reading from a young age develops children’s awareness of 

sounds (giving opportunity to apply their phonics knowledge) 
as well as introducing them to new words and phrases.

• As the child’s level of fluency progresses, reading can have a 
huge impact on their education and social development:

- develops their vocabulary further (this filters through into 
their writing)

- develops their listening skills

- encourages children to engage with the world around them

- improves social skills

- develops a security in comprehending what they are 
reading and what is going on around them



How is reading taught in LKS2?

• Shared reading is taught three times a week

• Each week, the lessons will focus around a 
specific reading skill

• The same text is used for the whole class and 
is linked to the current topic

• Teaching pattern: whole class, partner/paired 
approach and finishing with independent 
work



Reading Skills



Reading Skills



Year 3 and 4 reading expectations

Word reading



Comprehension



Comprehension



Texts in LKS2



What does a lesson look like?

• Typically split into the following areas:

- warm-up (introduce/recap the reading skill)

- adult and child led reading of the text

- analysis of the question stems

- application of reading skill



Lesson



Lesson

• Let’s warm our eyes up!

Can you find all the items in 6 minutes?
• Two cowboys about to draw against each 

other
• Buffalo Bill
• A horse drawn wagon
• A band of outlaws
• Gamblers playing cards
• Outlaws holding up a stagecoach
• The film wardrobe department
• Two cowboys shouting “This town ain’t big 

enough for the both of us.”
• A buffalo stampeded



How is reading embedded in the 
curriculum?

• Encourage reading across all subjects, e.g. 
Science, History, RE etc…

• Half-termly rewards

• Book week

• Library visits



How to help at home?

• Positively promote any reading!

• Read aloud yourself

• Discuss the book – use the reading skill starters

• Ask questions – use the reading skill starters

• Games



Questions?

Thank you for your continued 
support.


